Ergo-lift
Pneumatic wheel lift

Just right !

Lighten your workload !

SIZE APPLICABLE
−

For all types of passenger car, van and light
vehicle wheels

−

Maximum tyre width : 36 cm

−

Maximum Rim width 13''

−

Maximum wheel weight : 60kg

−

Lifts the wheel at the height of : 76 cm

SPECIFICATIONS
−

Working air pressure : 7 bar

−

Length : 79/60cm

−

Width : 61 cm

−

Height : 39/96 cm

−

Weight : 26 kg

−

Standard colour : red RAL 3020

OPTIONS
−

RAL colour on request

−

Customized adaptations
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Ergo-lift
The Ergo-lift is the first link in the brand new
"Ergo-line" chain. This small automatic wheel lift
can load your "Ergo-roll" roller conveyer at a
lightening pace or bring the wheel to the load
height of all DQN products.

Indeed, two configurations are possible: in the "Ergo
-roll table load" mode, the lifting movement rises
to

its

maximum

height

without

braking,

providing the wheel with horizontal speed so
that it moves forward on the roller table. The
speed is adjustable according to the distance it
must travel on the table. In the "Machine load"
mode the movement stops at loading height
and stays at a high position as long as the wheel
has not been unloaded.
The self-activating lift starts to operate as soon as a
wheel is placed on it and goes down as soon as it
is unloaded.

Ergo-line

Its

semi-circular

movement

offers

the

great

advantage of moving the wheels from a vertical
position (on the ground) to a horizontal position
(at work height) without any jolt or fall.
Its unique compact structure allows for it to be
taken outside the handling area once the wheel
is unloaded. (height at rest 39cm)

SEE ALSO

Ergo-roll

Ergo-press

